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INTERNATIONALES BEGEGNUNGS- UND

FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM FÜR INFORMATIK

Schloß Dagstuhl

Seminar Report 9210

Parallel and Distributed Algorithms

March 2 � 6, 1992

OVERVIEW

The second Dagstuhl Seminar on Parallel and Distributed Algorithms was orga-
nized by Richard Cole (Courant Institute), Ernst W. Mayr (Johann-Wolfgang-
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt), and Friedhelm Meyer auf der Heide (Universität
Paderborn). This year, it brought together 30 participants from 7 countries, 10
of them came from overseas.

The 26 talks presented covered a wide range of topics including parallel data
management and rearrangement on networks and PRAMS, both deterministic
and randomized, computational geometry, parallel complexity theory, and syn-
chronous and asynchronous computation.

The log-star revolution brought about efficient randomized PRAM algorithms
e. g. for maintaining dictionaries and padded sorting. Also an overview of the ideas
and techniques of such algorithms was given. Two talks provided important tools
for the analysis of randomized and probabilistic algorithms.

Algorithms for integer sorting, sorting on two- and high-dimensional meshes,
verification of optimal sorting networks and bounds of the performance of bus-
networks demonstrate the never ending youth of parallel sorting.

Interesting algorithms for the construction of trapezoidal diagrams and re-
porting of intersection points of curves were presented as well as an algorithm
that shows the surprising fact that merging of bit-strings on EREW PRAMS is
possible in loglog-time.

Dissemination of data in butter�y and de Bruijn networks� ef�cient on-line
routing of complicated permutations, and embedding of trees in the presence of
faults were discussed in the area of hypercubic networks. The talks about networks
were rounded off by developing a theory of wormhole routing.
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Talks in parallel complexity theory dealt with pointers versus arithmetic in
PRAMs, structural considerations of parallel algorithms,� lower bound techniques,
scheduling problems, time-varying data, and the parallel recognition of context-
free languages.

Moreover, a look into asynchronous list traversal problems and into the future
of optical computers was given.

Worth mentioning, Larry Rudolph demonstrated in his talk the differences
between sequential, distributed, and parallel computing by juggling with apples
(and eating one of them).

. Caused by the pleasant atmosphere, the participants used the surroundings
for lively discussions and recreational hiking.

Finally, we would like to express our thanks to all who contributed to the
success of this seminar.

Reported by Rolf Wanka
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Abstracts

Primitives for Asynchronous List Traversal

by RICHARD ANDERSON

We consider the problem of a collection of asynchronous processors traversing a list with
path compression. The worst case performance depends upon the available primitives. If only
atomic assignment is available, then the worst case performance of p processors traversing a
list of length n is @��� However, if a Splice primitive is available, the performance improves
to G(p�/3n). This result can be generalized to show that a Splice� operation which removes
k elements from the list leads to 9(1)� "n) performance. The lower bound proof relies on
the introduction of Tampa Trees, which are a family of trees which give closeto worst case
performance for compression based algorithms.

Randomized Parallel Algorithms for Trapezoidal Diagrams

by RICHARD COLE (joint work with Ken Clarkson and Robert E. Tarjan)
We describe a parallel algorithm for computing the trapezoidal diagram of a set of possibly
intersecting set of curves, where each curve is composed of straight line segments. If there are
lc curves, A intersections, and n segments, the algorithm runs in expected time O(n. log� n +

- A + lclog n) work and expected 0(lognloglognlog"&#39; n) time. An interesting special case is
the simple polygon triangulation problem in which A = 0 and k == 1.

A Perfect Parallel Dictionary

by MARTIN DIETZFELBINGER (joint work with Holger Bast and Torben Hagerup)

We describe new randomized parallel algorithms for the problems of interval allocation, con-
struction of static dictionaries, and maintenance of dynamicdictionaries. All of our algorithms
run optimally in constant time with high probability. Our main result is the construction of
what we call a perfect dictionary, a scheme that allows p processors implementing a set M
in space proportional to IM I to process batches of p insert, delete, and lookup instructions
on Ù� in constant time per batch.
Our best results are obtained for a new variant of the CRCW PRAM model of computation
called the OR PRAM. For other variants of the CRCW PRAM we show slightly weaker
results, with some resource bounds increased by a factor of O(log(") n), where lc E W is �xed
but arbitrarily large.

Pointers versus Arithmetic in PRAMs

by FAITH E. FICH (joint work with P. Dymond, N. Nishimura, R. Ragde, and L. Ruzzo)

The Parallel Pointer Machine is a model of parallel computation with a restricted form of
memory access and very restricted arithmetic capabilities. However, it is sufficiently powerful
to recognize DSPACE(log n) and, hence, N C� in logarithmic time. We give a simple step-by-
step simulation of an n processor PRAM with the same restricted form of memory access,
but ordinary arithmetic capabilities, by a parallel pointer machine using 0(log log n) time
per step. Furthermore, we show that even for strong nonuniform variants, �(log log n) time
per step is required to perform a step-by-step simulation. Since any language recognized by
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a PRAM with ordinary arithmetic capabilities and a, polynomial number of processors in
O(log n) time is in AC1, this lower bound gives evidence that N C l # AC 1.

Merging and Sorting Strings in Parallel

by TORBEN HAGERUP (joint work with Ola Petersson)

We show that strings of characters,equipped with the usual lexicographical ordering, can
be merged and sorted in parallel as efficiently as integers, although with some loss in speed.
Speci�cally:

o Two sorted lists of strings, containing altogether n characters, can be merged with a
time-processor product of 0(n) in O(log n) time on a CRCW PRAM, and in 0((log n)2)
time on an EREW PRAM.

o Suppose that n integers of size polynomial in n can be sorted in time t(n) with a time-
processor product of q(n). Then a list of strings, containing altogether n characters
drawn from an alphabet of size polynomial in n, can be sorted in time O(t(n)log n)
with a time-processor product of 0(q(n) + n loglog n), where the model of computation
is either the CREW PRAM or the CRCW PRAM.

Broadcasting in Butter�y and DeBruijn Networks

by RALF KLASING (joint work with Burkhard Monien, Regine Peine, Elena Stöhr)

Broadcasting is the process of message dissemination in a communication network in which
a message originated by one processor is transmitted to all processors of the network. In this
talk, we present a new lower bound of 1.74l7m for broadcasting in the butter�y network of
dimension m. This improves the best known lower bound of 1.5621m. We also describe an
algorithm which improves the upper bound from 2m to 2m � 1. This is shown to be optimal
for small dimensions m. In addition, the presented lower bound technique is used to-derive
non-trivial lower bounds for broadcasting in the deBruijn network of dimension m. An upper
bound of 1.5m + 1.5 is well-known for this network. Here, we are able to improve the lower
bound from 1.1374m to 1.3171m.

Sorting and Routing on Grids Close to the Bisection Bound

by MANFRED KUNDE

Sorting and routing on r-dimensional n x . . . x n grids of processors is studied. Deterministic
algorithms are presented for h � h problems, h 2 1, where each processor initially and
�nally contains h elements. We show that the classical 1 � 1 sorting can be solved with
(2r � 1.5)n + o(n) transport steps, i.e. in about 2.517. steps for r = 2. The general h � h sorting
problem, h 2 4r � 4 can be solved within a number of transport steps that asymptotically s
differs by a factor of at most 3 from the trivial bisection bound. Furthermore we show that
the bisection bound is asymptotically tight for sequences of h permutation routing problems,
h = 4cr, c 2 1, and for the so-called off-line routing.
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Fast Merging on the EREW PRAM
by MIROSLAW KUTYLOWSKI (joint work with Torben Hagerup)
We investigate the complexity of merging sequences of small integers on the EREW PRAM.
Our most surprising result is that two sorted sequences of n bits each can be merged in
0(log log n) time. More generally, we describe an algorithm to merge two sorted sequences of
n integers drawn from the range O. . m � 1 in 0(log log n + log m) time using an optimal num-
ber of processors. No sublogarithmic merging algorithm for this model of computation was
previously known. The algorithm not only produces the merged sequence, but also computes
the rank of each input element in the merged sequence.
On the other hand, we show a lower bound of �(log(min{n,m})) on the time needed to
merge two sorted sequences of length n with elements in the range 0. �m � 1, implying that
our merging algorithm is as fast as possible for m = (log n)"(1). If, in addition, we impose a
stability condition requiring the ranks of each input sequence to form an increasing sequence,
then the complexity of the problem is O(log n), even for m = 2. Stable merging is thus harder
than nonstable merging.

Structural Classification of Parallel Algorithms

by KLAUS-JÖRN LANGE

An oblivious PRAM is a CRCW PRAM fulfilling the following restrictions:

1. Each local memory is divided into a data part and an address part.

2. Only address registers may be used for indirect addressing.

3. Only address registers may be used to change the �ow of control in conditional state-
ments.

4. No data register may be loaded into an address register. Here, the global memory is
regarded as data. There is an atomic operation loading the length of the input into an
address register. There is a conditional assignment statement

IF La >0 THEN L5 := LC;

affecting data registers, only.

Obviously, oblivious PRAM algorithms have both an input-independent control structure
and an input-independent communication structure. We show for a certain normal-form of
PRAMS, called simple PRAMS, that

SIMPLE CRCW TIME(log&#39;° n) = AC",

while

SIMPLE OBLIVIOUS CRCW TIME(1og" n) = No".
If we add to simple PRAMs the ability to use data registers as indices, but keep the
control structure strictly input-independent, we get PRAM-representations of classes like
DSPACE(log n) and LOGDCFL.

l0
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3. Only address registers may be used to change the flow of control in conditional state
ments. 

4. No data register may be loaded into an address register. Here, the global memory is 
regarded as data. There is an atomic operation loading the length of the input into an 
address register. There is a conditional assignment statement 

affecting data registers, only. 

Obviously, oblivious PRAM algorithms have both an input-independent control structure 
and an input-independent communication structure. We show for a certain normal-form of 
PRAMs, called simple PRAMs, that 

SIMPLE CRCW TIME(lol n) = ACk, 

while 
SIMPLE OBLIVIOUS CRCW TIME(lol n) = NG"' . 

If we add to simple PRAMs the ability to use data registers as indices, but keep the 
control structure strictly input-independent, we get PRAM-representations of classes like 
DSPACE(logn) and LOGDCFL. 
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Computing with Time-Varying Data (The p-Shovelers Problem)
by FABRIZIO LUCCIO (joint work with Linda Pagli)
We consider problems whose size N varies with time, and discuss the organization and analysis
of sequential and parallel algorithms for them. We de�ne sequential d-algorithms tr. &#39;.., have the

- same complexity as if all data were available at timet = O, and parallel-optimal d-algorithms.
In particular, we study polynomial d-algorithms with data size increasing as N = n + lcntf�,
where n is a given initial size. &#39;

In a �rst paradigm of computation, we are aimed to attain consistency on all the data
currently arrived, before the algorithm terminates. In a second paradigm, we divide the time
in consecutive slots, each consisting of an update phase to treat new data, and a free phase
to run different routines. We show that upper and lower bounds on parallel speed-up must
be reformulated, and that the free-time gain of parallel versus sequential computation may
be made arbitrarily large. We give several examples.

Finally, we discuss some variations of the model.

Parallel Randomized Algorithmics

by YOSSI MATIAS (joint work with Joseph Gil and Uzi Vishkin)

A well known lower bound due to Beame and Hastad shows that using a polynomial num-
ber of processors on a Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM), the parity � an extremely
simple problem � requires nearly-logarithmic time. In contrast, we see in the last two years a
considerable number of new results, suggesting paradigms that lead to extremely fast (nearly-
constant time), processor-efficient, and space-efficient parallel randomized algorithms. In par-
ticular, efficient algorithms with nearly-constant time were given for fundamental problems
such as hashing, dictionary, approximate compaction, approximate sum, and load balancing.
These algorithms can be used as effective tools in other parallel algorithms. This establishes
a new sub-area in parallel algorithmics.

In this talk, I will highlight some of the new results in the theory of nearly-constant time
randomized parallel algorithms, and I will illustrate some of the ideas and techniques that are
used. From a wider perspective, the evolving theory has the following two informal corollaries
regarding the design of parallel algorithms, in general:

0 Space indifference: Designers of parallel algorithms need not bother themselves with de-
signing memory space efficient algorithms, since there is an automatic way for reducing
the space.

o Processor allocation indi�erence.&#39; Under rather general circumstances, it is su�icient to
characterize an algorithm by only specifying the operations to be performed and without
allocation of these operations to processors; this loosely de�ned style is a means to avoid
spending many human-hours on an issue that can be solved automatically.
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Embedding Complete Binary Trees in Faulty Hypercubes

by ERNST W. MAYR (joint work with Bob Cypher and Alex Wang)

We consider load one, dilation one, �optimal� expansion embeddings of complete binary trees
with n � 1 levels (and thus 2"&#39;1 � 1 vertices) into n-dimensional binary hypercubes (with
2" nodes), which contain faulty nodes. Based on Wu�s bottom-up embedding technique, we
present a new technique proceeding top-down. We show how to embed an n � 1-tree into
an n-cube with 0(,::n) faulty nodes. The embedding proceeds in stages, based on levels
in the tree. The existence of valid embeddings for the different stages is established using
different techniques like root counting and an application of Turé.n�s theorem. We also consider
a special class of embeddings called recursive embeddings. They are characterized by the
condition that the two subtrees of an internal node of the binary tree are mapped to disjoint
subcubes. We show that, in the worst case, recursive embeddings of n � 1-trees into n-cubes
cannot tolerate more than 212 � 3 faults.

A Method for Obtaining Randomized Algorithms with Small Tail Probabilities

by KURT MEHLHORN (joint work with H. Alt, L. Guibas, R. Karp, A. Wigderson)

Let X1, X 2, . . . be independent nonnegative random variables with the common distribution
function f. We assume that E[X,-] = f0°°:t:f(a:)d:r = 1. Y1,E,... is another sequence of
random variables. A strategy 5 is a distribution for Y1, Y2, . . .. Let i9 be the least i such that
X,- S Y; and let T = T5,; = Y1 + . . . + Y,-0-1 + X,-. The quality of S is given by

b5(t) = sup{prob(T,5,f 2 t) | l0°o:cf(x)da: = l}.

Theorem 1: VS Vt : b5(t) 2 e"
Theorem 2: V8 Vt : b5(t) 5 6"�

A strategy 5 is deterministic if each Y.- can assume only a single value.

Theorem 3: 3 det. S Vt : b,5(t) g e��&#39;0(�/�°�)

On the Performance of Networks with Multiple Busses

by FRIEDHELM MEYER AUF DER HEIDE (joint work with Hieu Thien Pham)

We deal with the following questions:

0 To which extend can computations of parallel computers be sped up by the use of
busses (or shared memory cells)?

0 To which extend can shared memory cells of PRAMS be replaced by links?

We characterize the complexity of computing the MAXIMUM on a network with busses as a
function in the �broadcast capability� of the network, and give (often matching) upper and
lower bounds.

Further we consider very simple networks (planar networks) with very simple (planar) col-
lections of local busses. We show that MAXIMUM can be computed in time O(log n) on a
\/H >< \/7-2.-grid, if it is enhanced by a very simple, regular, planar system of busses of length 4.
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On the other hand, SORTING needs time �(n) on planar networks, even if they are enhanced
by an arbitrary planar bus system.

The Computational Complexity of Optimal Sorting Network Veri�cation

by IAN PARBERRY

A sorting network is a combinational circuit for sorting, constructed from comparison-swap
units. The depth of such a circuit is a measure of its running time. It is reasonable to
hypothesize that only the fastest (that is, the shallowest) sorting networks are likely to be
fabricated. It is shown that the verification of shallow sorting networks is computationally
intractable. More precisely, it is shown that the problem of verifying sorting networks with
depth very close to the optimum is Co-N P complete, and further that any deterministic or
randomized algorithm that has access only to the inputs and outputs of the sorting network
must take exponential time to verify it. Despite the computational intractability of the shallow
sorting network veri�cation problem, we describe a construction and verification algorithm
which was recently executed on a supercomputer to demonstrate that there is no 9-input
sorting network of depth 6, a question which had remained open for over 15 years.

Towards Lower Bounds for Parallel Computation over Moderate-Sized Domains

by PRABHAKAR RAGDE

Manylower bounds on parallel models of computation use powerful results in Ramsey theory
to control the �behavior of programs to the point where adversary arguments can be applied.
This means that the lower bounds only hold when the initial inputs � say, n integers, for a
problem to be solved by n processors � are drawn from a domain whose size is an extremely
rapidly growing function of n. Recent work has shown that these lower bounds may not
hold for moderate-sized domains: Berkman, JaJa, Krishnamurthy, Thurimella, and Vishkin
have demonstrated algorithms that work on domain {1,2, . . . , s} and can merge two sorted
sequences of length in in O(log log log s) steps on the CREW PRAM and can �nd the pre�x
maxima of n numbers in the same time bound on the PRIORITY CRCW PRAM.

In this talk, I showed that for s(n) = 2"e(i°� lo� n), any PRIORITY algorithm that computes the
maximum of n numbers from the- domain {l� 2, . . . ,5} requires time Q(log log log s) time. The
proof replaces powerful Ramsey theorems with simple ones such as the sun�ower theorem
of Erdös and Rado. The lower bound cannot be shown for all functions s(n) because, for
instance, the maximum of numbers in the range {1,2, . . . ,n0(1)} can be computed in 0(1)
time, even on the COMMON CRCW PRAM. More work is needed to determine the exact
tradeoff between domain size and time for this and other problems parameterized in this
fashion.

Fast Optimal Comparison-Based Sorting, with Applications

by RAJEEV RAMAN (joint work with Torben Hagerup)

We consider the problem of sorting on the CRCW PRAM model. If we require the sorted
output to be in consecutive locations of shared memory, sorting n elements must take
Q(log n / log log n) time with any polynomial number of processors (Beame and Héistad, (1989)).
This lower bound does not apply if the algorithm is permitted to place extra copies of some
of the input elements in the output. We therefore consider the problem of padded sorting,
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which allows the n input elements to be placed in an array of size (1 + o(1))n in sorted order,
with blanks �lled in appropriately. A padded output is quite often just as good as the usual
compact output, for example, searching is just as easy.

We give a randomized comparison-based algorithm that padded sorts n elements in 



Precise Time Bounds for Computing Boolean Functions on CREW PRAMs

by PETERROSSMANITH

This work deals with the precise number of steps that are necessary and sufficient to compute
a given boolean function on a CREW PRAM. A new technique to derive lower bounds for this
model is presented. The technique is based on a recursive de�nition of sets of polynomials that
represent boolean functions. The t-th set contains only polynomials that represent boolean
functions that can be computed in t steps or less. A slightly more complicated de�nition even
leads to sets that exactly contain those functions.

The new method is used to show some counter-intuitive results. While a CREW PRAM takes

exactly  steps to compute the OR of n variables, it takes ¢(n + 1) steps to computes the
NOR. (¢(n) = min{ t | F2,� 5 n }, where F,- is the i-th Fibonacci number.) That means that
for in�nitely many n it takes one step more to compute the NOR than to compute the OR.
Similarly, it takes  steps to compute the OR of the second to the n-th input variable, i.e.,
it does not help to ignore the first variable in this case. The reason for this behavior is that
the first memory cell contains the �rst input variable at the beginning of the computation,
as well as the result afterwards.

Computing Intersections and Arrangements for Red-Blue Curve Segments

by CHRISTINE RÜB

Let A and B be two sets of �well-behaved� (i.e., continuous and a:�monotone) curve segments
in the plane, where no two segments in A (similarly, B) intersect. In this talk, we show
how to report all points of intersection between segments in A and segments in B, and
how to construct the arrangement de�ned by the segments in A U B in parallel using the
concurrent-read-exclusive-write (CREW) PRAM model. The algorithms perform a work of
O(nlogn + k) using p 5 n + k/logn (p g n/logn + k/logz n, resp.,) processors� if we
assume that the handling of segments is �cheap�, e.g., if two segments intersect at most a
constant number of times, where n is the total number of segments and k is the number of
points of intersection. If we only assume that a single processor can compute an arbitrary
point of intersection between two segments in constant time, the performed work increases to
O(n log n + m(k + p)), where m is the maximal number of points of intersection between two
segments. We also show how to count the number of points of intersection between segments
in A and segments in B in time O(log n) using n processors on a CREW PRAM if two curve
segments intersect at most twice.

Free-Space Optical Network for Massive Parallel Processing

by LARRY RUDOLPH

We describe an interconnection network based on lasers, detectors, and hologram, which
is capable of interconnecting more than 100,000 processors. The processors themselves are
traditional but they communicate via free space optics. Associated with each processor is
an electronically controlled switch that can direct the optical laser beam towards any one
of n different target facets. Once the beam hits a facet it is routed to the destination. We
�rst describe the fundamental limits on the number of processors according to geometry,
diffraction, and power considerations. Next, we describe the architecture of the network.
Routing issues are discussed.

Possible abstract models of computations, derived from such an architecture, are discussed.
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Reducing Number of Processors in the Parallel Recognition of Two Subclasses
of C��s I

by WOJCIECH RYTTER

It is shown that the hardest part in the recognition of c��s (context-free languages) is a kind
of reachability problem for a huge graph. Generally this is solved via transitive closure, then
it takes n6 processors. For unambiguous and deterministic languages the corresponding graph
has a special property of the path uniqueness. Instead of transitive closure the tree contraction
can be applied. This economizes the number of processors in (log n)� time computation to
n3 (for unambiguous) and n2 (for deterministic c��s). This result was done together with M.
Chytil, M. Crochemore and B. Monien. Parallel logn time computations are much harder.
The number of processors for the recognition of deterministic c��s is reduced by almost a
linear factor. This result was done together with B. Monien and H. Schaepers. The related
(maybe even more important) result is the simpli�cation of the Reif algorithm for the parallel
simulation of deterministic pda�s.

Remarks on Analyzing Probabilistic Algorithms

by ALAN SIEGEL

We illustrate the opportunities offered by resampling, Chernoff bounds and other probabilistic
inequalities to simplify the analysis of probabilistic algorithms. Probability estimates for
complicated configurations in combinatorial selection without replacement are shown to be
readily attained from Chernoff bounds for Bernoulli trials, and a new Chernoff bound for
Bernoulli trials is presented, which is tight as a function of the mean and variance. In addition,
a variety of probabilistic inequalities � some longstanding but seemingly unknown to the
Computer Science Community � are introduced and shown to have potential for further use.

A Theory of Wormhole Routing in Parallel Computers

.by ELI UPFAL (joint work with Prabhakar Raghavan)

Virtually all theoretical work on message routing in parallel computers has dwelt on packet
routing: messages are conveyed as packets, an entire packet can reside at a node of the
network, an a packet is sent from �the queue of one node to the queue of another node until
it reaches its destination. The current trend in multicomputer architecture, however, is to
use wormhole routing. In wormhole routing, a message is transmitted as a continuous stream
of bits, physically occupying a sequence of nodes/edges in the network. Thus, a message
resembles a worm burrowing through the network. We give theoretical analyses of simple
Wormhole routing algorithms, showing them to be nearly optimal for butter�y and mesh
connected networks.
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Periodic Sorting on Two-Dimensional Meshes

by ROLF WANKA&#39; (joint work with Miroslaw Kutylowski)

We consider the following periodic sorting procedure on two-dimensional meshes of processors:
Initially, each node contains one number. We proceed in rounds, where each round consists of
sorting the columns of the grid, and, during the second phase, of sorting the rows according
to the snake-like ordering. We characterize exactly the number of rounds necessary to sort
on an I >< m-grid in the worst case, where I is the number of the rows and m is the number
of the columns. An upper bound of [ log I] + 1 was known. This bound is tight for the case
that m is not a power of 2. Surprisingly, it turns out that much less rounds are necessary, if
m is a power of 2 (and m < I): In this case, exactly min{log m + 1, [log I] + 1} rounds are
needed in the worst case.

Optimal Routing of Parentheses and Dynamic Expression Evaluation on the Hy-
percube

by RALPH WERCHNER (joint work with Ernst Mayr)

We consider a new class of routing requests or partial permutations for which we give optimal
on-line routing algorithms on the hypercube and shuffle-exchange network. For well-formed
words of parentheses, our algorithm establishes communication between all matching pairs
in logarithmic time. This routing problem can be reduced to a somewhat simpler problem,
to route all matching pairs into common meeting points. The latter problem is solved using
a divide(-and-conquer) approach. Our routing algorithm can be applied to the membership
problem for Dyck languages and a number of syntactic problems for algebraic expressions.
Furthermore, essentially the same approach leads to an algorithm evaluating expressions of
linear size in logarithmic time on a hypercube.
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